


business going for our next generation and keep the dedicated staff
employed. 
We now live under the shadow of being bankrupt and living on the age
pension. We had spent every dollar available fighting for our cause.  Not the
retirement we had envisaged for ourselves.  
Our circumstances have given us time to research this material in the
enclosed package and we feel we have discovered important facts that were
never used to help our case in the court.   
We ask you to please take the time to look at our case and help us get some
justice for the mental stress and financial loss.   
 
We would like- 

1. Our Property returned. 
2. A financial penalty be paid for our loss based on the penalties

Austrak use.
3. We are paid to reinstate our business up to where it can again

get an insurance cover for $1M interruption to business supply. 
We believe this massive penalty is the only way you can chastise these types
of people as their safety net is their insurance cover and if it is shown that
they could be liable to huge compensation payouts it could be difficult for
these evil people to afford insurance cover and the court should show this
to support they won't tolerate this again.  
 
David Ross Hodge & Lynette Margaret Hodge. 
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EXHIBIT V.  Supreme Court of Queensland. 4288 of 2014. Perpetual Trustee Co 

Ltd V David Ross & Lynette Margaret Hodge. 8 pages. 

Claim 26 & 27 September 2017.Order judgement for the plaintiff.  page 2, para 2, 

line 11&12. Page 3, lines 1 &2. 

The basis for the defendants seeking adjournment of the trial amounted to two 

matters. First, to enable them to seek to source alternative finance to enable 

them to engage in some settlement negotiations with the plaintiff, secondly, to 

engage legal representation.  

We rebut this statement because we had finance negotiations in place and where 

would we get a new solicitor who would know anything about our case. 

Page 3 para 3 and continued page 4 and page 4 para 4. 

{3} After I refused the adjournment, counsel for the plaintiff opened the plaintiff's 

case and tendered the documentation and affidavits which comprised the 

evidence in the plaintiff's case. I then adjourned the proceeding overnight to give 

the defendants an opportunity to review that documentation. Towards the end of 

the hearing on the first day, I was asked by the male defendant whether there 

was any reason why the defendants had to return to Court the next day because 

they “don't really have anything to offer the case”. I told the defendants that it 

was a matter for them whether they appeared on the following day, and that I 

would be proceeding with the case whether they were there or not.  

{4} When the matter resumed the next day, there was no appearance by the 

defendants. Accordingly, I proceeded to hear submissions from counsel for the 

plaintiff and reserved to consider this judgement.   

WE REBUTT THESE STATEMENTS 

REFER TO PAGE 17 OUR TRUE FACTS OF COURT CASE  

We had been waiting on an AUSCRIPT of 4288 of 2014 for a very long time. We 

again phoned to be advised we wouldn't get it for at least another two weeks. 

They don’t respond to emails.   

Page 5 para 10 lines 1 & 2. 



I should note in passing that by the time of the trial there was no dispute between 

the parties with respect to these documents.  

We rebut this statement because documents were in circulation between us, our 

Solicitor, and our MP and the Ombudsman.  How did  know about the 

guarantee dispute and not mention the unconditional loan? 

Page 5 para 12 lines 3-6. 

“It is abundantly clear on the material before me that this new company MSP was 

operated by the defendants and simply assumed the complete operation of the 

business which had previously been conducted un the name of Trading. I accept 

the admission by counsel for the plaintiff”.  is stating he believes the 

details supplied to the court by  that the business was sold 

for a significant under value of $300K where no documentation by qualified 

accountants exist to support the submission whereas we have rebutted these 

submissions with the support of two qualified accountants.  

Why would  accept this submission that was made by a liquidator 

whose company went bankrupt and he went to jail for fraud and ASIC 

deregistered him from being a liquidator? Would , believe a jury would 

agree with his acceptance to our qualified accountants rebutting this claim?  

Page 5 para 12 lines 7 & 8.  

MSP bore all the hallmarks of what is colloquially known as “phoenix activity”. 

Mackay Spare Parts businesses as classic “phoenix activity” we rebut this 

statement with the support of ASIC statement, EXHIBIT W and Dr John Purcell 

FCPA, CPA Australia's policy advisor. EXHIBIT X. 

EXHIBIT W.   ASIC Illegal Phoenix Activity. 1 Page. Lines 17-24 

WHAT IS ILLEGAL PHOENIX ACTIVITY? 

The directors transfer the Company assets to another company with the same or 

similar name (and for no or little value) before handing the company over to an 

external manager (registered liquidator), in this way the directors seek to avoid 

paying any creditors including employees through the failed company.  

1. We did use a similar name. 



2. We paid fair value for the company as per our accountant's reports. 

EXHIBIT QQ page 2 lines 3 & 4. 

3. We paid all Trade Creditors, loans and all employee entitlements. 

EXHIBIT X. UNBLURRING THE LINES. 1 Page. 

 CPA Australia's policy advisor – corporate regulator, says 

that with the new insolvent trading provisions in the corporation act, which took 

effect January 2018 the line between rescue and illegal phoenixing is becoming 

much clearer.  

“The Government has made reforms to the insolvent trading provisions to pursuit 

those strategies easier and more clear cut for directors that can demonstrate 

they’re exercising a turnaround STRATERGY” he says. We believe we have always 

used a turnaround STRATEGY. 

EXHIBIT V. Supreme Court of Qld. 4288/2014. page 6 para 14 lines 1-4 

It is also apparent that no one on the defendant's side of the equitation informed 

the lender of the mortgage about the liquidation of Trading and the effective 

takeover of the busines by MSP. Rather as I have said MSP simply continued 

trading and continued to meet the obligations under the loan facility. 

EXHIBIT Y. MSP letter 9 March 2004. 1 page.  

This letter advised Challenger Mortgage Management Ltd of MSP bank account. 

Does this letter reinforce  statement before the court hearing 

that Challengers paperwork was sloppy and they desperately wanted to do a 

deal? Notice MSP was a Quality Assured Company. QA was a way of preventing 

mistakes and defects. It is not easy to get QA.  M.S.P was also a Quality Assured 

Supplier Qld Government.  

EXHIBIT Z. MSP fax 23/03/07. 1 Page. 

This is a fax we sent to , Wright & Condie supplying a copy of the letter 

we had sent Challenger on 9 March 2004. 

EXHIBIT V. Supreme Court of Qld. 4288/2014. Order page 10 para 30 



Daubney J has omitted we supplied details of the unconditional loan we had 

EXHIBIT AA. for $1,267M to payout the $1M loan.  has also omitted to 

advise this loan was to DR & LM Hodge.   

EXHIBIT V. Supreme Court of Qld 4288/2014. page 10 para 31 

 has omitted to advise that WE closed MSP.  

Page 10 para 33 lines 4-6 

Moreover, on 24 January 2014, the defendants signed a direct debit authority in 

relation to a higher interest payment as a consequence of default under the 

facility.  has not supplied this document and we are unable to locate it. 

In our EXHIBIT BB. payment statement 26/08/2015 does not show this higher 

interest payment as being made. 

EXHIBIT V.  Supreme Court of Qld 4288/2014. page 11 lines 1-6 

Provided loan administration service to PTCL in its capacity as trustee to Argyle 

Capital Management Trust No 1. That email stated.  

We have received advice that you have taken over our loan 12754 with Howard. 

The loan we have has passed its expiry date and we want to refinance it with you 

if possible.  

Why had , not mentioned we sent 2 emails and many phone calls to 

Argyle as per our EXHIBIT CC & CC1. 

EXHIBIT V. Supreme Court of Qld 4288/2014. page 14. Para 46. DISPOSITION for 

the reasons.  

a. There will be judgment for the plaintiff. The defendants under the Deed of 

Guarantee and Indemnity dated 21 November 2000. 

b. There will be an order for the plaintiff to recover possession of the property 

pursuant to the mortgage  

Not mentioned are that when our loan came up for renewal after 15 years 

Howard advised they were not doing loans anymore and we had to get a new 

lender. We had difficulty getting this loan as our business had been harmed by 

road works in both Streets in front of the two premises that took over 3 years. We 

had an insurance policy for $1M to cover interruption to business caused by 



roadworks. When we made our claim it was rejected because they stated that the 

interruption to business supply caused by roadworks that they offered us didn’t 

cover roadworks done by main roads or local council (no one has shown us where 

this is in the policy) only floods, cyclones or fire. We also sent it to the Financial 

Ombudsman Case No 446357. We declined to join a joint action group against 

Mackay Regional Council for financial harm caused by the roadworks. We 

intended to do our own negotiations with the Council for compensation to offset 

rates.  

Howard took legal action for not paying the loan out. EXHIBIT DD Supreme Court 

of Queensland 4288/14. 3 pages. 

We knew their guarantee was not correct. EXHIBIT EE.  Deed of loan 21 Nov 2000. 

Challenger – Lender. Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd – Borrower. The loan 

was for $504K.   

1.  Challenger Managed Investments Ltd ACN 002 835 592 of 25 level 31, 50 

Bridge Street, Sydney in its capacity as Trustee of the Howard Mortgage 

Trust (ABN 090 464 074) LENDER. NOTE The LENDER is not PERPETUAL 

TRUSTEE COMPANY who is making the claim. 

2. Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd incorporated in State of Queensland 

of 21-25 Sydney Street, Mackay, Queensland 4740 (hereinafter with-it 

successions, administrators and assigns called “the borrower”). How can 

Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd be the borrower or mortgage the 

property when the property is owned by David & Lynette Hodge and they 

borrowed the money to buy these properties? Mackay Spare Parts 

(Trading) Pty Ltd was wound up in insolvency on 2 April 2004. We sent 

these details to the financial Ombudsman asking were the guarantees of 

this loan lawful. The ombudsman was aware of the Supreme Court 4288/14 

claim for $1,079.539.96 as of 1 May 2014 the defendants were David Ross 

& Lynette Margaret Hodge. He advised we were using him to stop the legal 

action.  case no 14394.  

EXHIBIT AA.  La Trobe Loan. 1 page. Total loan $1.267M. 

We sent these details to the Ombudsman about the unconditional $1.267M 

loan to pay out the $1M loan so he continued with his investigation.  



EXHIBIT FF.  Howard Mortgages letter, 28 July 2014. 1 Page, line 3. 

Borrower is Mackay Spare Parts Pty Ltd. The Supreme Court 4288/14 has David 

Ross & Lynette Hodge as defendants but the lender, loan 12754 has Mackay 

Spare Parts Pty Ltd as the borrower.  

Page 1, lines 3 & 4. 

Loans of the Howard Mortgage Fund ARSN 090 464 074 ABN 55 443 150 813 

(HMF) portfolio have recently been SOLD. This letter is intended to give you 

notice of that sale and to explain the consequences for you.  

This means our loan had been sold. Does this mean Howards claim had now 

been cancelled and the legal action terminated? 

EXHIBIT GG. Argyle Capital Managed Trust No1. 26 August 2014. 2 pages 

This letter advises Howard Loan 12754 has been taken over by Argyle.  

Line 15.  

“Howard will no longer be involved in the management of your loan”. Our 

Solicitor, Financier and we believed Argyle had refinanced our loan. Our 

financier advised that the La Trobe loan was still in place and we should find 

out what terms and time Argyle were going to extend this loan for.  David 

phoned Argyle enquiring if this was correct and advised we had a loan in place 

to pay this loan out if it not correct. They advised it will be presented to their 

credit department.  

EXHIBIT CC.  Email to Argyle 19 September 2014. 

We again asked by email about the loan with Howard that they had taken 

over. The reply again was presented to Credit Manager.  

EXHIBIT CC1.  Email to Argyle 2 Oct 2014. 

Asked again by email and same reply. 

We believed because they were taking the monthly payments out of our 

account no problem existed.   

David had a phone call from the Ombudsman advising the guarantees were 

legal and Argyle had not refinanced our loan. David advised him to contact our 



Solicitor,  of Colwell Wright Solicitors, who would arrange to pay 

out the loan.   

EXHIBIT HH. Notice of appointment of Receiver Manager. 2 Pages.  

On 25 June 2015 Receiver Manager arrived at the premises to repossess the 

property. David asked how the notice could be dated 22 June when the 

Ombudsman had not contacted us until after that date. The Receiver crossed 

out 22 and put 25 in front of him shows how much authority people appointed 

by Norton Rose Solicitors have.  

Item 1. Security. Mortgage dated 5 December 2000 given by the Grantor to the 

Appointor, being mortgage number 704471780 registered with the 

Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines. EXHIBIT II shows 

mortgage no 704471780 8 December 2000 as PERMANENT TRUSTEE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED ACN 008 412 913. Not Perpetual. 

The Ombudsman did not close the file until after this how could Norton Rose 

take any action?  

How could Norton Rose take any action of appointing Receivers when the 

original legal action was by Howard and Argyle stated Howard Mortgage will 

no longer be involved in the management of this loan? Also, in their letter 

EXHIBIT GG, INSURANCE Page 1, lines 24-30  

 It is an important condition of your loan agreement that the security property 

be adequately insured at all times. The interested party noted on the 

certificate of currency for each insurance policy will need to be updated to 

note the interest of the new mortgagee, Perpetual Trustee Company Limited 

ACN 000 001 007 in its capacity as trustee for the Argyle Capital Management 

Trust no 1. It is imperative that the correct mortgagee be noted on the 

certificate of currency in the event of any loss or damage to the security 

property. This proves a different company now has this loan.  

Can Norton Rose continue this action when Howard is a different company 

with different ABN number to Argyle?  

For this to be lawful should it have gone back to court to get this authority? 

Are Norton Rose so powerful they can do all these unlawful actions? 



Should their action be taken as serious and deliberate and be reason to have 

them deregistered?  

Are these actions by Argyle/Norton Rose/Receivers dishonest obtaining and 

unconscionable conduct? 

Do these actions by Argyle prove they deliberately tricked and deceived us 

which is ARTIFICE which is FRAUD which VITIATES JUDGEMENT, CONTRACTS 

AND ALL TRANSACTIONS WHATASOEVER? 

When the receivers came to repossess our properties, the Company had a 

lease on the properties, and they could not repossess the properties. The 

receivers then contacted our Solicitor to pay out the loan. This could not be 

done then because Norton Rose appointing receivers caused the bank to 

cancel the loan. 

EXHIBIT BB. Statement Argyle Capital Management Trust No 1. 2 Pages. 

This is our payment schedule. Shows a balance of $1,028,968.25 on 26/08/15 

and the loan we had of $1,267M as in EXHIBIT AA. We would have had a 

surplus of $238,031.75.  We had never missed a payment in 15 years.  

Because of the fraud that has been committed we were told to stop paying 

this loan and this will cancel this contract. We stopped paying the loan.  

Eventually a Court hearing was set.  

It is not mentioned that we supplied to this court of appeal, FCA1818 an affidavit 

and 21 annexures as evidence supporting the true facts on the Property dispute 

which we knew about up to this date. These were never rebutted and under 

maxim of the law now should be judgement. Again, vital evidence is hidden.  

OUR TRUE FACTS OF COURT CASE  

It should be mentioned that in 2007 when our loan was increased to $1M. that 

the facts are Balmain was the mortgage Manager. David Hodge had recently sold 

a bloc of land for $1.5M and our bank account was good and the business, 

Mackay Spare Parts Pty Ltd was making good profits. We DID NOT ask for the loan 

to be increased to $1M. It was offered and we did accept this loan. We believe 

this loan was increased because of the massive increase in our property value, 

money in the bank and a profitable business.  



Why wouldn’t the mortgage manager apply for a larger loan to receive a bigger 

commission. He also claimed we intended to purchase more property. It was 

never been our intention to buy more property especially when the market was 

so high.  

In our mediation meeting the Barrister conducting the meeting (we realise this 

cannot be used but the facts are) advised the settlement figure we offered was 

fair and reasonable but was rejected. We increased the offer and again it was 

rejected. The Barrister advised we were wasting our time as they had no intention 

of doing a deal and only wanted to bankrupt us.  

The true facts are that discussions were continuing between our broker and 

Perpetual and it appeared positive. Our mortgage manager, Mr. , 

from Balmain stated their paperwork was sloppy and they desperately wanted to 

do a deal. Our Solicitor advised it looked promising. It appears trickery and 

deceptions were used again which is ARTIFICE. Fraud VITIATES JUDGEMENT, 

CONTRACTS AND ALL TRANSACTIONS WHATSOEVER.     

Two days before the court case Perpetual rejected the offer. Our Solicitor advised 

he was not prepared to go to court and he would seek leave and we should seek 

an adjournment. Our solicitor got his leave, and the Judge refused our 

adjournment stating “Mr. Hodge you took a gamble a deal would be done, and 

you lost. Therefore, I am running this two day trial and you will have to use the 

file Mr.  left”. I advised the Judge I have no idea how to run a court case. 

The Judge went on to state. “Ref the guarantees, Mr Hodge – you borrowed the 

money, you spent the money, you owe the money.”  How could the Judge make a 

statement like this without hearing any evidence? The Perpetual Lawyer advised 

the court that no defence had been submitted therefore we had no defence. We 

asked for a brief adjournment where I was advised to tell the Judge we would 

accept his decision subject to an appeal. When I told the Judge this, he went 

ballistic stating “Mr. Hodge this is the Supreme Court of Qld and you are 

threatening me”. We advised him as we had previously said we had no idea and 

now appears we are getting into hotter water so we would leave the court which 

we did. We sent an email advising the Judge we would not be attending the court 

the following day. The Judge continued the trial without us the next day. The 



details of what happened are different to our VERBATIM DETAILS and again a 

decision by a jury.  

Is the Judgement in favour of Perpetual Trustee Company on 17 November 2017 

for payment in the sum of $1,417,630.89 lawful? 

EXHIBIT V. Supreme Court OF Qld. Page 14, para 46. 

The Judge under DISPOSITION.    

(46) For the reason I have given. 

a. There will be judgement for the plaintiff against the defendants under the 

Deed of Guarantee and indemnity dated 21 November 2000. 

b. There be an order for the plaintiff to recover possession of the property 

pursuant to Mortgage on 21 November 2000. 

EXHIBIT EE. Deed of Loan. 355 of page 6. 

This Deed of Loan is between  

Challenger Managed Investments Limited ACN 002 835 592 (Lender) and  

Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd (Borrower). 

This loan is made on 21 November 2000. 355 of page 6. lines 2-8  

1. CHALLENGER MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT LIMITED ACN 002 835 592 of 25 

Level31, 50 Bridge Street, Sydney in its capacity as Trustee of the Howard 

Mortgage Trust (ARSN 090464074) “LENDER” and 

2. MACKAY SPARE PARTS (TRADING) PTY LTD incorporated in the State of 

Queensland of 21-25 Sydney Street, Mackay Qld 4740. (hereinafter) with it 

successions, administrators and assign called the “BORROWER”. 

How could Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd be the borrower when the true 

facts are David & Lynette Hodge own this property in their names and they 

required this money to pay for the property? Does this mean the true facts are 

that the obligation of Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd was to deliver to the 

first plaintiff a real property mortgage in favour of PERMANENT TRUSTEE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED ACN 008 412 913 not in favour of PERPETUAL TRUSTEE 

COMPANY LIMITED ACN 000 001 007 who took action. Mackay Spare Parts 

(Trading) Pty Ltd ceased in 2003.  



The mortgage secured payment of all money owing to FIDANTE Partners Limited 

ACN 002 835 592 in its capacity as trustee for Howard Mortgage Fund ARSN  089 

708 832.  

The guarantee in the Deed of Loan to FIDANTE Limited ABN 002 835 592 the 

repayment of monies which were or would become owing by Mackay Spare Parts 

(Trading) Pty Ltd not by Mackay Spare Parts.  How could it be possible that Norton 

Rose and the Judges missed these facts? 

EXHIBIT EE. Fifth Schedule Borrower Deed of Loan page 375.  

This agreement signed by David Hodge acknowledges that he will be liable for any 

default on the loan $504,000 loan as per First Schedule page 372.  

We believe as this is page 375 of the 377 page Deed of Loan agreement and as 

the D.O.L. document is not lawful this is also not lawful. 

EXHIBIT EE. Sixth Schedule Mortgagor. Deed of Loan page 376. 

This document signed by Lynette Hodge acknowledges that she will be liable for 

any default of the loan $504,000 loan as per first schedule page 372.  

We believe as this page 376 of this 377 page Deed of Loan document and as the 

D.O.L. document is not lawful this is also not lawful. 

EXHIBIT EE. Deed of Loan. 1 Page. In witness. Page 377.  

Whereof the parties have hereunto set their hands and affixed their seals on the 

day and year first hereinbefore written.  

377 Page 28. There is no common seal of Challenger Managed Investments 

Limited ACN 002 835 592 as Lender was hereunto affixed pursuant to a resolution 

of the Board of Directors under the hand of  

• Director 

• Director/Secretary in the presence of an Independent witness.  

There is no seal from Challenger. 

There is no signature of the Director and Director/Secretary from Challenger. 

There is no Independent witness from Challenger. 



There is no independent witness from Mackay Spare Parts (Trading) Pty Ltd.  

We believe this Deed of loan is unlawful because the Mortgage Deed was not 

signed in the presence of an independent witness under section 52 (1) of the law 

of property act 1925. The law of mortgages states an agreement must be signed 

by all parties.  

The Deed of loan is not dated by the lender or borrower.  

Is it possible that Norton Rose, Ms  and the Judge missed these facts? 

We knew the copy of the Deed of Loan we had was not signed correctly and 

assumed the copy the court acted on would have been signed correctly. In late 

2019 we checked the copy the court took action on and it is not signed correctly 

as per EXHIBIT EE.  How could these legal people including our Solicitor and 

Barrister have missed this vital information?  

FURTHER EVIDENCE. 

NAB bank acquired Challenger Mortgage Management business in 2009 rebadged 

it Advantage and now earns fees from Challenger for managing its loans including 

dispute resolution. Why didn’t NAB take action did they know it was not a lawful 

contract. This mortgage was part of a securitisation program. We were never 

advised this was a securitised loan.  Perpetual never told us our signatures and 

mortgage were to be used in securitisation program where they sell our loan 

many times. 

FRAUD.  

Perpetual have never advised a date, payment and book entry of where they paid 

fair value for this loan. 

Therefore.     No date – No payment 

                        No payment – No ownership 

                        No ownership – No collection 

                        No collection - No default 

                        No default – No foreclosure.  



Perpetual being a securitisation Company they have an insurance that pays out 

the total loan for default therefore Perpetual has no harm cause to it. 

Securitisation insurance is different whereas the insurance on a vehicle write off 

the insurance company pays the owner of the loan out and the insurance 

company keeps the vehicle. Under Property securitisation the lender gets the 

assets. Perpetual has sold this Property. Is this lawful to be paid twice? 

We have never been fully informed of ALL aspects of the contract and this 

concept is known legally as a “Meeting of the mind”. The question we have asked 

is are you holding our certificate of title to our property on a depositor/borrower 

relationship or on a bailee/bailor relationship?  As you would be well aware even 

if you open a simple savings account, there are copious terms and conditions 

associated with that account. So, with something as important and significant as 

the holding of our certificate of title why are there no terms and conditions 

associated with that transaction, nor even a single reference to it in your copious 

loan agreement including TRUE origin of the funds, a MEETING OF THE MIND 

could not have occurred and therefore no legally binding contract/agreement can 

exist.  

EXHIBIT II. Caveat. 

After we lost our stay, we only had two days to try and remove the contents of 

our 2, 72-year-old family businesses. Why was the stay not allowed as our 

Company had a lease on this property? 

We obtained a caveat over these premises so they could not be sold until our 

appeal No CA13692/17 was held in the Supreme Court. Without our knowledge 

the caveat was lifted, by our trustee,  of BRI Ferrier of Townsville, Qld 

and the properties were sold. This action was of no benefit to us as we expected 

the caveat would protect our purposely built production engine reconditioning 

workshop that was demolished, and our Spare Parts shop was gutted and the 

contents disposed of.  

How could our Caveats be lawfully removed and appeal CA13692/2017 never 

held? 

 










































































